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Textbook descriptions of disease — where’s the beef?

A resident asks you, the attending physician in an emergency
department, to see a 68 year old woman with severe pain in her
chest. The pain’s location (retrosternal, radiating through to her
back), quality (“tearing”), and onset (sudden, not crescendo)
prompted the resident to think of acute aortic dissection along
with other causes of chest pain; however, because the examina-
tion shows symmetric pulses in her arms, the resident dismisses
dissection and plans no test to exclude it. You recall that pulse
asymmetry may not occur in some patients with dissection, but
you cannot recall the proportion. Nevertheless, you suggest that
the absence of this finding should not be used to exclude dissec-
tion, and you decide with the resident to order further testing for
this condition. To refresh your memory and teach the resident
when to pursue this diagnosis, you seek information on how
frequently patients with dissection have asymmetric pulses. In a
textbook description of aortic dissection, you find only one sen-
tence about this: “A pulse discrepancy between arms may indi-
cate compromise of the aortic arch vessels”.1

Clinicians who practise and teach evidence-based medicine
are by now familiar with some limitations of textbooks. The
usual beef with textbooks is that their treatment recommenda-
tions are out of date.2 The above scenario illustrates another
complaint — that textbook descriptions of disease often omit
information about the frequency and temporal characteristics
of clinical manifestations in patients with the disorder, even
when good evidence from clinical care research exists.3–5 When
one textbook came up short, we looked at several others; the
table shows what we did and did not find.6–16 This omission of
quantitative information from textbook descriptions of disease
clearly reduces their usefulness for clinical diagnosis.

Evidence about the frequency of clinical manifestations of
disease can come from clinical care research studies, wherein
investigators begin by assembling a sample of patients believed
to have the disorder, determine the presence or absence of each
finding in each patient, and then report the yield of this evalua-
tion. The main results of such studies are often shown in a table

listing the clinical findings along with the number and percent-
age of patients who have each finding. Patients usually have
more than one finding, so the percentages are not mutually
exclusive. Details of the qualitative features, temporal character-
istics, and clusters or patterns of findings may also be described.
Because these studies can vary in the rigour of the methods
used, they should be critically appraised for validity, importance,
and applicability.17 For validity, 4 issues are important: how the
diagnoses were verified, how the study samples relate to all
patients with the disease, how the clinical findings were sought,
and how the clinical findings were characterised.17

How might the inclusion of this evidence make textbook
descriptions of disease more useful to clinicians? Recall that in
the scenario the resident had initially considered aortic
dissection as a possible cause of the patient’s pain but discarded
the hypothesis because the patient’s pulses were symmetric. Yet
in studies of patients with proven aortic dissection, abnormal
pulses have been found in only a few patients, ranging from 6%
to 34%.3–5 In other words, the pulses were normal in 66% to 94%
of patients with aortic dissection. If we use the absence of pulse
asymmetry to rule out aortic dissection, we would miss the diag-
nosis 66% to 94% of the time! Textbook descriptions that
included the frequency of pulse abnormalities and other
findings in aortic dissection could help the resident avoid
prematurely discarding this diagnostic hypothesis.

Each clinical manifestation of a disease can be thought of as a
“test” for the presence of that disease. Viewed this way, the
frequency of each clinical manifestation in patients with the dis-
ease is equivalent to the sensitivity of that finding — that is, how
frequently the “test” is positive in patients with the disorder.
Findings that occur in less than 100% of patients thus have
diagnostic sensitivities less than 100%, so we should not use
their absence to exclude the disorder. Keep in mind that
evidence on the frequency of clinical manifestations in one dis-
ease seldom includes the frequency of these same findings in
other diseases. Given this, neither the specificity of the findings

Was the frequency of pulse abnormality in aortic dissection provided in these textbooks?*

Textbooks†

Text mentions pulse
abnormalities in aortic
dissection

Text gives frequency of
pulse abnormalities in
aortic dissection

Text gives frequency of any
other clinical findings in aortic
dissection

Text references quantitative studies
of the frequency of clinical findings
in aortic dissection

Ball6 Yes Yes Yes Yes

Barker7 Yes No No No

Cecil’s8 Yes No Yes No

Goroll9 Yes No Yes No

Harrison’s10 Yes No No Yes

Kelley11 Yes No No No

McGee12 Yes Yes Yes Yes

Noble13 Yes No No No

Oxford14 Yes Yes No No

SAM15 Yes Yes Yes Yes

Stein1 Yes No No No

UpToDate16 Yes No Yes Yes

*“Yes” indicates that the text cites at least one such study. None of these texts cites all 3 studies we found,3–5 and none presents a critical appraisal or a quantitative compilation of this evidence.
†Textbooks are listed alphabetically. Those in italics are listed by their widely used short titles, whereas those in plain text are listed by the last name of the first or only editor.
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nor their likelihood ratios can be estimated, so by itself this evi-
dence won’t be sufficient to guide the revision of our diagnostic
probabilities.17

Nevertheless, evidence about the frequency of clinical
manifestations can help us overcome some of the limitations of
our own experience. As we care for and diagnose patients, we
store them in our memories as instances of disease, in a kind of
case library.18 19 We can draw on these remembered cases when
we consider the illnesses of subsequent patients and decide how
to classify them into diagnoses.18–20 If our case numbers were
truly vast (hundreds, if not thousands), if the spectrum of disease
we had seen was sufficiently wide and representative, if we had
used diagnostic criteria consistently over time, if we had
searched for each clinical finding equally diligently in every
patient, and if our memories were perfect, then perhaps our
library of remembered cases would allow us to accurately
estimate the frequencies of clinical manifestations of that
disease and interpret them properly.

However, for many diseases, the actual number of patients
we’ve seen with that diagnosis is small, and we may not have
been consistent in our clinical examinations or in our use of
diagnostic criteria over time. Furthermore, the referral patterns
by which patients come to our practices can selectively narrow
the spectrum of patients with a given disease that we see.21 And
who among us has a perfect memory? Thus, we are prone to
error in estimating the frequency of clinical manifestations of
many diseases and in interpreting their presence or absence in
our patients’ illnesses. As shown above, such errors can lead us
to incorrect diagnostic closure by prematurely excluding
hypotheses.22

At present, because many textbooks omit information about
the frequency of clinical manifestations, clinicians who want to
use this evidence for clinical diagnosis often have to pursue it in
the medical literature. Because busy clinicians lack the time to
search for this information for every patient, how can we decide
when it matters most to review this knowledge? Observations of
our own and others’ learning needs suggest that we should
review evidence about the frequency of clinical manifestations
in the following situations: when encountering patients with
atypical presentation of disorders we see frequently; when mak-
ing the diagnosis of any condition we see less frequently or know
less well; when the definitions of a disease or its diagnostic crite-
ria are changed; when important new research about the
frequency of clinical manifestations is published; and when
teaching others about the diagnosis of a condition.

As we find, appraise, and use good evidence about the clinical
manifestations of diseases, it should help us to interpret more
accurately the clinical findings in our patients and help us to
reduce diagnostic error. As the table shows, some texts are slim
on the evidence, whereas others are more nourishing. We have
a recurring dream that one day all textbook descriptions of dis-
ease will be based on high quality clinical care research into the
clinical features of disease. Some texts, particularly newer ones,
have taken up the challenge; for the others, we continue to ask,
“Where’s the beef?”

While this editorial was in press, a systematic review was pub-
lished on the accuracy of clinical findings for the diagnosis of

aortic dissection.23 The reviewers estimated the pooled sensitiv-
ity for pulse deficit to be 31% (95% CI, 24% to 39%). It will be
interesting to see which texts report this finding and how soon
they do so.
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